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Khari finds herself in a sticky situation when she falls for her cousin's boyfriend. The intelligent, charismatic,
and handsome Constantine "Cue" Saldana. He's everything she ever wanted in a man...but there's only one
problem. She already has a man of her own. A ruthless Caribbean king pin serving a 10-year bid that's not
willing to let her go without a fight. Aubrey will stop at nothing to keep his fiancé Khari right where he
wants her--even if it means using manipulation and murder. As far as he is concerned, she belongs to him
and he'll go to great lengths to ensure that everyone knows it, including Cue.

Kylie has been wrapped around Jamaal's finger for as long as she can remember. He's used and abused her at
every turn but for some reason she just can't seem to stay away. When he pops back up in her life with a get
rich quick scheme, Kylie cannot resist. Will her love and devotion for the bad boy she can't let go of be her
ultimate demise?
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From Reader Review I Fell In Love With A Real Street Thug for
online ebook

Erica Palmer says

Drama!!!

Straight out the gate!! Twins, jealousy, psychotic boyfriends in prison, side chick bat crap crazy!!! My oh
My!!! Don’t be left behind!!

Ladii Zig says

This story was very interesting now I'm excited to see what part 2 will bring. I'm so surprised with Khari and
Cue, who would have thought they had something in the past. I really don't like Aubrey and his motives at
some point you have to realize the better man won, now with his manhood shot down this can lead Ali to be
seriously hurt or worst. I hope Khari mom is okay and I can see now that Leah will be a big problem. Kylie
really needs to give up this thing she has with Jamaal because he's going to cause her to self destruct, and
Paige is no good to be a friend.As far as Starr and Shane they both just disgust me. Until next time

Francesca Reid says

I was able to finish this read rather quickly as it was definitely entertaining. The character differences were
refreshing; it ranges from characters you love : Khari and Cue, characters you might not necessarily like or
dislike: Kylie, and characters you hate: Aubrey, Jamal, and Starr. Khari and Kylie are twin sisters whose
mother too kin their cousin Starr to avoid her going into the system. Khari grew up crushing on Starr's
boyfriend, Cue but eventually gets over this teenage-love-affair-crush as she gets older and finds herself
engaged to her son's father, Aubrey, who is locked up. Kylie cant seem to let go of her klepto ways or her
childhood sweetheart Jamal, who robbed her savings account and left her pregnant. Drama brews as
shocking secrets are revealed. Just as I was declaring my "book-love" for Cue, this author hits us with a "to-
be continued".

sheena harris says

Damn good book

Its worth reading. Its a true real life thing that happens in today's society and makes you think how love does
some crazy things

Toya says



Wow

You did your thang in book 1 can’t wait to read book 2. I have enjoyed all the twist and turns. I was also glad
that everything came to light throughout the book and not just in the beginning. Great read!!!!

Carla Hamlin says

Good read

I truly enjoyed this book it was good from start to finish. I look forward to reading more from this author

Taz Will says

Couldn’t get into this one because all the characters seemed to be fools. Kylie’s supposed to be the good girl
who just so happens to hookup with someone she didn’t know was in the streets. We find out all that is pretty
much a lie because not only did she know what Aubrey was about she was willing to live with it as long as it
benefited her, but she held a secret of her own from jump from Starr. Starr was the worst of the females with
what she’d been up to after Cue, especially at the nail salon, she deserves whatever happens with her.

Khari was a dang fool up and down the board, pretty much skipped all of her parts because all the stealing
and low life mess was just too much. Hopefully she’ll get at-least ten years for what she was doing. Overall
the book was messy and not really in a good way or a way to really make you want to read it or the next one.
Without being able to connect with the characters and actually want to see them make it, it’s just a waste of
time.

Tanisha Stewart says

‘I Fell in Love with a Real Street Thug’ was a story with lots of twists and turns. It portrays the lives of twins
Khari and Kylie, as well as their cousin, Starr, and the men that they are all involved with.
There was drama, there was romance, and there were a lot of secrets that shocked the characters to their core.

I think that the story was pretty good until the part where Cue’s true identity was revealed. After that point,
the story seemed to disconnect from itself, with different twists being added in that didn’t seem to fit with the
overall flow of the rest of the story.

I definitely think that the author is a good writer – it’s just that this story seemed to need a little more editing
just so it could tie together more smoothly. That being said, I will be reading the next book, because I did
enjoy the story and was genuinely surprised at some points, which is not usual for me.

Tyneikia De Jesus says



Tish says

This book was very entertaining. I was able to finish it in a matter of hours. It ended with a cliffhanger so I
can't wait to see what happens in book two.

Mariah Gray says

got this book as a gift and I was like oh my dam lol cause it was too good to put down I finished in one day
and I didn't even realize they had part two and three so I cant wait to finish the series!!

Elle1986 says

3.5

The book stopped at 89%... currently reading book two.... however I peeped that there is going to be a book
three...

Not sure if I am invested that deep yet to read a 3rd book. I am all down for drama and crazy ish popping
off... but this circle of fuckery is giving me a small headache lol.

Dee Dee says

This was a read from beginning to end. I cannot believe the ending!!! Waiting for part 2

Cheres says

Fast and easy read really picked up at the end. I found myself yelling at the characters in disbelief several
times i even had to put the book down and cool off some of these characters got me ssoo upset lol. All in all
fun read glad i picked it up.

La Nora Wiggins says

I love the story

Perfect story
Good settings
I say love the boy at least you have him



Good action
Good luck with him


